MANAGEMENT JOBS!  
If you're graduating this year you may qualify for this unusual offer  
The opportunity—To join a few men in a training program which will prepare you for a place in management with a growing organization that must maintain the highest type of intelligent administration. It is an opportunity in management operations in the Home Office rather than sales or management.  
The job—If you are selected to join us, you will spend your first eight months in comprehensive training designed to qualify you as a Company management consultant. You will be trained in procedure analyses, production planning, management surveys, quality control, cost control, comprehensive leadership, public relations, report writing, interviewing technique, and life insurance principles.  
The future—Immediately following completion of training you will be assigned to consulting work within our Home Office organization. Then you will be expected to develop ideas for the improvement of the daily-to-daily organization of the Company.  
The salary—The starting salary compares favorably with the starting salary of other competitive organizations in the New York area.  
The opportunity to Management Education, Coordination Division, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York.  

INTERVIEW DATE APRIL 5

1. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

540 Madison Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.

Panel 13

Continued from page 8

Panelists were selected from a larger group and are in the group located in the respective colleges. The group reflects its stand that the injustices for any anti-discriminatory movement should be provided from within the discriminatory group. The question of who, in general, should act to end discrimination was raised. "Should the majority open the way for the minority?" Or should the minority "speak up for itself"? It was noted that if the majority "squawks" too loudly it may stir up bad feeling and thus defeat its own purpose. The counter-argument was that if action is left to the majority any relation which is arrived at will take many years to materialize. The minority groups do not want to, and should not wait. In its concluding session, the panel attempted to define more clearly the position of the university administration, proposing that it is often justified in suggesting to individual groups that they take action, and act in an advisory and cooperating role. They pointed out that in the elimination of restrictive clauses on southern campuses, concerted action is desirable to protect the more liberal franchise from being discriminated against by ruthless heavily indoctrinated in prejudice and segregation. The panel suggested the establishment of a national clearing house and information center which would facilitate the exchange of ideas and methods of action. These would prove especially valuable in promoting inter-sectional cooperation. They thought that the operation of seminars during Brotherhood Week would prove valuable. They also advocated preventive action in universities not based on the discrimination problem, feeling that the impending hopes increase in college enrollment would spread the issue to the parts of the country which are now more or less free of it; and recommended that fraternity attempting to eliminate restrictive clauses in nationalities would do well to consult with their "brother chapters". The panel closed their session on an optimistic note, reiterating their faith that discrimination was dying out and that they could spend its death if "we...go back to our campuses and discuss what we have learned, start to act and do our part in the elimination of unwarranted discrimination and selectivity in the American University.

Burchard's Summary

(Continued from Page 1)

...is not present in large numbers... "I believe this fear to be a universal and fundamental thing...it is not limited to white people. It turns up in every race which has its own proud place to live, and vestiges of it remain with races which have lost that respect and private place."

Dean Burchard discussed at some length the question of inter-racial marriage and "mixed blood". He described such fears in this area as coming in part from our relative ignorance about the effects of these blends. In spite of the intermarriage taboos, however, he saw room for modest optimism.

"Near Myrdal, in his famous book on...the Negro problem, lists what the American Negro wants in order of his wants, and lists also what the American white fears to give the Negro in order of the fears. What the Negro wants most, says Myrdal, is economic equality; what he wants least is intermarriage. What the white fears most is intermarriage; what he fears least is economic equality. Given these circumstances, Myrdal sees room for a good deal of compromise, and it is this kind of compromise that we shall be able to help bring about in our time. Meanwhile we had better set forth the larger and underlying problems." So far, said Dean Burchard, we have made much progress. The question is: "How do we progress less from here in—by compromise or by head on with it?" He reckoned that most of the speakers had examined patterns, persistence, "On the whole, the consensus in the pleasant anyway was reaching for a moderate and evolutionary approach, with a feeling that evolution was on the way.

THE LECTURE SERIES COMMITTEE

Presents

DR. DIMITRI REBIKOFF

"EXPLORING SECRETS OF THE UNDERWATER WORLD"

Dr. Rebikowski, vice-president of the French Marine Institute will present his films of underwater explorations in the jungle of the sea. He is noted for his use of modern diving equipment and the underwater teledoscope camera which he invented. The films were taken at depths of from 200 to 300 feet, and feature deep sea fishing with spars, studies of little known fish, as well as the sunken Sommeil Fleet. Some of the scenes are extremely thrilling—such as that of the divers and seaplane which dove a vertebrae bullet before the camera.

Wednesday, April 6th
Huntington Hall Room 10-25
5:00 P.M.
ADMISSION FREE

EXPLORING SECRETS OF THE UNDERWATER WORLD

Dean Farrisee of Stevens clarifies his stand

Panel members orienting themselves

Louis M. Lyons considers a question
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